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Abstract. In this paper, we describe a technique to generate beautified Japanese hand-
written characters. Although handwritten characters contain more non-text information
such as the writer’s personality and feelings than digitally printed documents, writing
‘good’ Japanese characters by hand is not easy. In this paper, we propose an image
processing method that corrects ‘messy’ handwritings that contain imperfections in local
shapes of character to well-balanced character form with important features of ‘Tome’,
‘Hane’ and ‘Harai’. Specifically, using the Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial
Network (DCGAN), simultaneously train a generator that transforms ‘messy’ handwrit-
ings into ‘good’ handwritings and a discriminator that identifies ‘messy’ and ‘good’ hand-
writings. As a result, handwriting images produced by our method contained the correct
features of ‘Tome’, ‘Hane’ and ‘Harai’.
Keywords: Image correction, Japanese handwriting, Handwriting beautification, Deep
learning, Neural networks, GAN, DCGAN

1. Introduction. It is easier for handwritten characters to convey the individuality of
the writer than characters printed by a printer or the like. Even when digitization pro-
gresses, it is used when you want to communicate important information with your own
thought to the other party [1]. There are three kinds of characters in Japanese. One is
called “Hiragana”, another is called “Katakana” and the last one is called “Kanji”. The
total number of characters used daily in Japanese is as many as 2,000 [2]. All three types
of characters should be used in a single sentence in Japanese at the same time. When
describing it by handwriting, it is necessary to write those characters one by one in a
well-balanced manner. For this reason, knowledge, experience, and technique are required
to write ‘good’ handwritings. There are some important features for well-balanced char-
acters [3]. For example, ‘Tome’ means ‘a stop’, ‘Hane’ means ‘an upward turn at the
bottom of a stroke’, and ‘Harai’ means ‘a shake off’. As shown in Figure 1, several these
important features are contained in only one character. Although a method for balancing
handwritten characters by averaging handwritten strokes is already studied, no consid-
eration has been given to ‘Tome’, ‘Hane’ and ‘Harai’ [4]. In this paper, we propose an
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Figure 1. Example of ‘Tome’, ‘Hane’ and ‘Harai’

image processing method to correct ‘messy’ handwritten characters into ‘good’ handwrit-
ten characters with ‘Tome’, ‘Hane’ and ‘Harai’. It is preferable to use a generalizable
model for correcting handwritten characters in languages with many types of characters
such as Japanese. Recently, Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial Network (DC-
GAN) is attracting attention as an image generation method that can handle many kinds
of image data [5]. In this paper, we propose a method to beautify Japanese handwritten
characters by adding features of ‘Tome’, ‘Hane’ and ‘Harai’ using DCGAN. By using con-
volutional layers, high-resolution images are supported. The structure of this paper is as
follows. Chapter 2 describes related research, Chapter 3 describes the proposed method,
and Chapter 4 describes the content of experiments using the proposed method. Chapter
5 summarizes the experimental results. The conclusions are given in Chapter 6.

2. Related Works.

2.1. Handwriting characters. Even in the modern age of digitalization, there is a lot
of demand for handwriting beautification. Zitnick [6] proposed a handwriting correction
method by averaging of multiple instances of the same written word or shape. Matayoshi
et al. [4] extended this handwritings correction method so that it can handle Japanese,
and realized real-time processing. However, these methods do not take account of ‘Tome’,
‘Hane’ and ‘Harai’.
Chang et al. [7] formulated the Chinese handwritten character generation problem as

learning a mapping from an existing printed font with ‘Tome’, ‘Hane’ and ‘Harai’ to a
personalized handwritten style by using GAN. This study shows the effectiveness of GAN
in correcting characters including important features of ‘Tome’, ‘Hane’ and ‘Harai’.

2.2. Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial Network. Deep Convolutional
Generative Adversarial Network (DCGAN) is a kind of deep neural network used to gen-
erate synthetic data [8]. The architecture consists of two deep neural networks, a generator
and a discriminator, which learn while ‘adversarial’ to each other. The generator section
generates new data instances, while the discriminator evaluates the data for authenticity
and decides whether each instance of data is “real” from the training dataset, or ‘fake’
from the generator. Together, the generator and discriminator are trained to work against
each other until the generator is able to create realistic synthetic data that the discrimi-
nator cannot determine fake or real. After successful training, the data produced by the
generator can be used to create new synthetic data, for potential use as input to other
deep neural networks. This adversarial network can be described as a minimum-maximum
optimization problem as follows:

min
G

max
D

V (G,D) = Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x)] + Ex∼pz(x)[logD(G(x))] (1)

where pdata(x) is a probability distribution of real data x and pz(x) is a probability dis-
tribution of the latent variable z input to the generator network.
The DCGAN is a notable method for unsupervised learning tasks [5]. The CNNs are

considered the state of the art for a range image recognition task. The DCGAN not
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only incorporates the CNN, there are various ideas. In CNN, downsampling is usually
performed by max pooling. However, in the discriminator model, it is replaced by the
convolution layer of stride 2. In the discriminator model, the global average pooling
layer is used instead of the fully connected layers. This slows down the convergence and
has the effect of preventing from overlearning. Radford et al. generated the image of
bedrooms using DCGAN [5]. It produces an image that is visually indistinguishable from
the visually generated data.

3. Method. In this section we describe our system overview. Figure 2 shows our image
correction method consisting of the generator model and the discriminator model. First,
the generator model corrects ‘messy’ handwritings. Next, the discriminator cannot distin-
guish the beautified corrected ‘messy’ handwritings from ‘real good’ characters provided
as train data. Figure 3 shows the structure of the generator model. This generator model
is an autoencoder-based architecture designed to learn features of ‘good’ handwritings.
It is composed by convolutional layers and fully connected layers. As shown in Figure 4,
the discriminator is constructed as follows: Five convolutional layers are combined with
one global average pooling layer. Finally, fully connected layers classify the handwritings
as ‘good’ or ‘messy’. Once a messy handwritten character image is fed into the genera-
tor, it is corrected to a ‘good’ handwriting image with ‘Tome’, ‘Hane’ and ‘Harai’. The

Figure 2. Visual representation of handwritten character correction
method using convolutional generative method

Figure 3. Detailed structure of generator model
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Figure 4. Detailed structure of discriminator model

corrected image and a ‘real good’ handwriting image are sent to the discriminator. The
discriminator is being trained in parallel with the generator and able to identify ‘good’ or
‘messy’ characters.

4. Experiments. To obtain handwritings dataset, we chose 80 types of Kanji charac-
ters. ‘Good’ handwritten character images were prepared by scanning directly from the
dictionary. And, for ‘messy’ handwritten character images, we prepared eight types of
actually handwritten characters for each character (‘Messy’ dataset: 640 images, ‘Good’
dataset: 80 images). Additionally, for further increase of training material, the images
were rotated, rescaled, and misaligned. With this approach, we prepared 20,000 images
(‘Messy’ dataset: 10,000 images, ‘Good’ dataset: 10,000 images). Figure 5 shows examples
of experimental images.

Figure 5. Example of training dataset. ‘Good’ handwriting images are
shown on upper row and the corresponding ‘messy’ handwriting images are
in the bottom row.

5. Results. Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the results of the trained generator
model. The first rows are the input ‘messy’ handwriting images, and the bottom rows
are the corrected handwriting images generated by the trained generator, in each figure.
Figure 6 shows the results focusing on ‘Tome’, ‘Hane’ and ‘Harai’. Although, there is no
features like ‘Tome’, ‘Hane’ and ‘Harai’ in the input ‘messy’ handwriting characters, the
corrected handwritings have them.
Figure 7 shows the results of different kinds of characters, and Figure 8 shows the results

of the same characters. As shown in these figures, the length of the line and the position
of the characters have not changed, but the features of ‘Tome’, ‘Hane’, and ‘Harai’, which
are important for ‘good’ handwritten characters, are firmly added. In particular, in Figure
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Figure 6. Results focusing on important features of Kanji, ‘Tome’, ‘Hane’
and ‘Harai’. As shown by the red circle, the features appear in the corrected
images on the bottom row.

Figure 7. We show several results for different characters of handwritings
correction. Upper row shows input messy handwritings. Bottom row shows
corrected characters.

Figure 8. Comparison images of the same character

8, it can be seen that the correction is slightly different even for the same character. From
these results, it can be said that the generator does not just replace the characters, but
recognizes the parts of the characters and makes appropriate corrections.

6. Conclusion. In this research, we proposed an image processing method to correct
‘messy’ characters into well-written characters using GAN. By using an autoencoder-
based generator, it was able to output the same characters that were input and more
beautiful handwritings. It can be seen that the important features of Kanji, ‘Tome’,
‘Hane’ and ‘Harai’ are added to the input ‘messy’ handwritings. In addition to replacing
the characters, it turned out that the way of correction was applied to each character. As
future work, we would like to develop applications that can perform real-time handwriting
correction on tablets and smartphones.
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